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Material: 304 stainless steel + acrylic glass
Size: 1400 * 120 * 978mm
Net weight: 75kg/pcs
Pass rate: 45 person/min
Arm height: 900-1800mm
Pass width: 600-1100mm (one passage)

Speed Gate

• DS-Q70 Quantum speed gate is designed with classic black, white color appear-
ance, elegant and timeless pairing, perfect for using at high end applications. Sup-
porting 600mm-1100mm for wide passageway, wheelchair, and pedestrian with 
large luggage can also pass. 

• The system is with high open and close rate (0.1S) and 45 persons/minute 
throughput.

Model No. DS-Q70
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Material: 304 stainless steel + acrylic glass
Size: 1600 * 150 * 980mm
Net weight: 85kg/pcs
Pass rate: 45 person/min
Pass width: 650-1000mm (one passage)

Speed Gate

• Speed gate DSN-70,  sleekly and beautifully designed, is a very thinnest speed 
gate with gorgeous stainless steel, it is suitable for using in the situation of limited 
installation space.

• The system is with high open and close rate (0.1S) and 45 persons/minute 
throughput.

Model No. DSN-70

HOT
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Material: steel + stoving varnish
                  + acrylic glass
Size: 1200 * 120 * 1020mm
Net weight: 80kg/pcs
Pass rate: 45 person/min
Arm height: 900-1800mm
Pass width: 600-900mm

Model No. DS7200G

Model No. DS7100

Material: 304 stainless steel 
                  + acrylic glass
Size: 1500 * 120 * 1020mm
Net weight: 80kg/pcs
Pass rate: 45 person/min
Pass width: 600-1000mm

HOT

The advantage of speed gate is that feature extremely fast throughout speed rates with stylish 
and aesthetic architectural design. The speed gate arms open away from visitors, move quick 
and keep low noise. Its width is up to 900mm to meet wheelchair access. 
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Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
environments

Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
environments
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Speed Gate
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Material: steel + stoving varnish + acrylic glass
Size: 1400 * 185 * 990mm
Net weight: 75kg/pcs
Pass rate: 35 person/min
Glass height: 900mm-1800mm
Pass width: 600-900mm (one passage)

Speed Gate High Glass

• Nebula speed gate DSN-80 is with unique design, stylish of modern and urbani-
zation cabinet, typical swipe card panel, attractive blue LED strip, solid body crate, 
brushed stainless steel and high-end black painting process.

• The arm height is reach to 1800mm and the system is with high open and close 
rate and 35 persons/minute throughput.

Model No. DSN-80

HOT
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Speed Gate High Glass

Model No. DS7000
• Speed gate DS7000 is designed in a super-fast, slim and artistic style to provide 

access control at place with elegant requirement, like business center, hotel and 
hall.

• The arm height is reach to 1800mm and the system is with high open and close 
rate(0.2) and 35 persons/min throughtput.

Material: 304 stainless steel + acrylic glass
Size: 1683 * 132 * 1000mm
Net weight: 75kg/pcs
Pass rate: 35 person/min
Arm height: 900-1800mm
Pass width: 600-1200mm (one passage)
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Material: 304 stainless steel 
                  + acrylic glass
Size: 1600 * 160 * 1000mm
Net weight: 75kg/pcs
Pass rate: 35 person/min
Arm height: 900-1400mm
Pass width: 600-1140mm

Model No. DS6000

Model No. DS605

Material: 304 stainless steel 
                  + acrylic glass
Size: 1400 * 310 * 1400mm
Net weight: 90kg/pcs
Pass rate: 35 person/min
Arm height: 1400-1800mm
Pass width: 550-900mm

The advantage of high glass speed gate is that feature extremely fast throughout speed rates 
with high glass preventing unauthorised access. The speed gate arms open away from visitors, 
move quick and keep low noise. Its width is up to 900mm to meet wheelchair access, and the 
glass height is reach to 1800mm. 
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Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
environments

Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
environments
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Speed Gate High Glass
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Speed Gate Overview
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